
t – Test Statistic

Test of Difference



We use t when we are trying to determine if
there is a Statistically Significant difference
between two Means



T distribution of probabilities



You must use the t-distribution 
table when working problems 
when the population standard 
deviation (σ) is not known and 
the sample size is small (n<30)



t - Test

t is a Test Statistic used in tests involving the
difference between two Means

(t is also known as “Student’s t” or the “t-
statistic)



t - Test





• t is a measure of how likely it is that a difference
in Means is Statistically Significant

• As with all Test Statistics, we compare t to its
Critical Value. The value of t is calculated from
Sample data

• The value of t-critical is determined by the value
selected for Alpha, the Significance Level, and the
appropriate t-Distribution
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• A large value for t makes it more likely to be
larger than t-critical, and so makes it more
likely that there is a Statistically Significant
difference in the Means
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• Since the difference between the Means and
the Sample Size, n, are in the numerator,
larger values for either of these would make t
larger.

• Since it’s actually the square root of n that is
in the numerator, an increase in the difference
between the Means would have much more
of an effect than a proportional increase in the
Sample Size
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• Since the Standard Deviation is in the
denominator, a larger Variation in the
Sample(s) will make (t) smaller
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• For any value of the Test Statistic, we can determine
the Probability of that value same as we did with
the z-test

• ….. the difference between two Means
– One Mean is always the Mean of a Sample

– The Second Mean can be either
• A specified Mean, such as a target Mean, a historical Mean or

an estimate, or

• The Mean of a Sample from a different Population or Process
than the first Mean, or

• A second Mean from the same test subjects (e.g., before and
after some event)
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These three different types of the second Mean 
correspond to three different t-tests



• Degree of Freedom

– For a single sample t-test, df = n – 1, where n is 

the Sample Size

– In the 2-Sample t-test, df = n1 + n2 − 2
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Assumptions for the data are: 

– For one sample = Normality, and

– For the 2-Sample t-test – equal Variance
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1-Sample t-test
• The 1-Sample t-test compares a calculated 

Sample Mean to a Mean we specify 

• We need to compare two Means; where does 
the other Mean come from? It can come from 
anywhere



• A Mean calculated outside our test. For example,
we compare Mean exam scores for our high school
class with the national average

• An estimated or hypothesized Mean

• A historical Mean. For example, we may suspect
that the Mean of our Process has drifted slightly
from what it’s always been

• A target Mean

1-Sample t-test



• Hypothesis: I assume that the mean
biostatistics grade is not the same as the
mean biostatistics grade among UAE
universities

• Question:
– Does the mean grade differ from mean grade

among UAE universities? (two-tailed)

– Does the mean grade differ greater than the mean
UAE universities grade? (one tailed)

1-Sample t-test
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By default, SPSS Statistics uses 95% confidence
intervals (labelled as the Confidence Interval
Percentage in SPSS Statistics). This equates to
declaring statistical significance at the p < .05 level.
If you wish to change this you can enter any value
from 1 to 99.

For example, entering "99" into this box would
result in a 99% confidence interval and equate to
declaring statistical significance at the p < .01 level

1-Sample t-test
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• (A) Test Value: The number we entered as the
test value in the One-Sample T Test window.

• (B) t Statistic: The test statistic of the one-
sample t test, denoted t. In this example, t =
5.810. Note that t is calculated by dividing the
mean difference (E) by the standard error
mean (from the One-Sample Statistics box).
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• (C) df: The degrees of freedom for the test.
For a one-sample t test, df = n - 1; so here, df =
408 - 1 = 407.

• (D) Sig. (2-tailed): The two-tailed p-value
corresponding to the test statistic.
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• (E) Mean Difference: The difference between the
"observed" sample mean (from the One Sample
Statistics box) and the "expected" mean (the
specified test value (A)). The sign of the mean
difference corresponds to the sign of the t value
(B). The positive t value in this example indicates
that the mean height of the sample is greater
than the hypothesized value (66.5).

• (F) Confidence Interval for the Difference: The
confidence interval for the difference between
the specified test value and the sample mean.

1-Sample t-test


